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Assignment 1: Contrasts

Introduction:

This assignment requires me to select a 
number of contrasting design subjects and 
present eight pairs of photographs illustrat-
ing the two extremes. I also need to show 
one photograph which shows a combination 
of two extremes.

Rough and Smooth

I have chosen a still life subject for each 
of the following two photographs. For the 
smooth, I used a glass paperwieght that fea-
tured a smooth internal swirl. I shot it on 
uncrumpled tin foil and lit it with a small 
halogen light.

To contrast the first shot, I crumpled the 
tin foil and selected some rough stones. 
Once again, this shot was lit by the same 
light.
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Diagonal and Round

I found a section of a stream which was 
covered by an diagonal iron grid. I found 
the lines of the grid particularly appealing 
as they seem to flow through the photo-
graph. I also liked the splash of colour cre-
ated by the autumn leaves.

In contrast, I shot a pile of old tyres and 
tried to emphasis the many circles by filling 
the frame.
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Sweet and Sour

Using a black fabric background, I opted for 
two contrasting fruits. I wanted to bring 
out the texture of each fruit, so I sliced 
both the sweet kiwi and the sour lemon.

I like the way the fruit contrasts both in 
their tastes and their colours. I also tried 
to emphasise the fine hairs of the kiwi and 
the smooth skins of the lemons.
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Straight and Curved

In order to create and emphasise straight 
lines, I shot a section of bright red 
phonebox against a clear blue sky. I shot 
from the ground up to further emphasise 
the line.

The beautiful curved necks of the swans, 
who happened to adopt nearly identical po-
sitions, particularly appealed to me. I hadn’t 
originally intended this shot to represent 
curves, but on seeing, i thought it ideal.
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Sharp and Blunt

I tried to create abstract shots for these 
subjects, so using a macro lens, I arranged 
some pins over a black cloth which was 
covering a small piece of plasticine. I lit 
them with a small halogen light to give the 
out-of-focus areas more interest.

Once again, for the unsharpened pencils, I 
tried to achieve an abstract and minimal 
kind of feel to the shot
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High and Low

This low shot was taked from the ground 
across a field. I tried to use the blades of 
grass to frame the shot.

The other shot was also taken from low 
down but because I tried to follow the line 
of the trunk up to the sky,  I think I managed 
to achieve the impression of height in the 
shot.
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Many and Few

Here are a couple of photographs one tak-
en in a local wood, the other in a nearby 
marina. I liked the many colours of the 
fallen autumn leaves. I filled my frame with 
them to emphasise their large number.

The two old lifebelts set against the wood 
and contrasting plastic plant holders were 
just as I found them and formed an ideal 
subject for ‘few’.
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Liquid and Solid

I was attempting to represent liquid in an 
abstract form, so I took a shot of water 
dripping out of our tap. I placed some white 
paper behind the flow and bounced a light 
off it. I also used a camera-mounted flash.

The bunch of elderberries are solid in this 
state, they could be made liquid very easily, 
however. I think they make a nice contrast 
to the similar shaped, but altogether differ-
ent water droplets.
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Contrasts in One Picture

The following shot achieves two contrasts 
for me here. Smooth and Rough and Curved 
and Straight.
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